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Introduction
Unit 6FR04 was sat for the third time in June 2012 and is by now a well-established
paper. The Unit is not available in the winter series. The paper consisted of the same
three exercises, a short translation from English into French, a general essay in French
and a Research Based Essay (RBE). Very few unfinished scripts were seen, the two
and a half hours available for the completion of the paper thus seems realistic. It was
pleasing to note that the rubric concerning word counts in the two essays was mostly
followed. Candidates are discouraged from writing a long introduction containing a general
background about the chosen topic or biographical details of an author or film director, as it
takes up too much of the word limit. The same can be said when candidates in both essays
repeat the question, either verbatim or in different terms, and explain the way they are
going to answer it, before setting about doing so.
Alternatives are provided in Sections B and C and the pattern of selection of the options
was very much the same as in previous sessions. In Section B the discursive essays were
far more popular than the creative pieces. Amongst the latter, the story based on a picture
attracted some interest but the other two possibilities were rarely chosen. All four discursive
titles were treated in similar numbers, 2f proved to be the most popular and 2g the least
but not by any great margins. In Section C the Literature and the arts section was handled
by far more candidates than the other three areas put together. Films and books were
given just about equal coverage. La Haine, Au revoir les enfants and Amélie were the most
watched films. Popular books included old favourites such as L'Etranger, Un sac de billes
and L'Avare.
There were a number of practices which lead to the withholding of all credit - a significant
numbers of essays still had to be given no marks. In Section C there is the requirement
that the chosen subject must refer to a francophone context. Candidates who express
the inclination to treat something which does not relate to a French-speaking community
must be discouraged from doing so. A few essays in both sections were found to not fit the
criteria and therefore could not score. Unfortunately in Q2d the expression espérance de
vie was misinterpreted by some candidates. It was taken to mean dreams and aspirations
or standard of living. Quite a few candidates wrote exclusively about new technology and
were only awarded a small number of marks. In the 2011 report it was noted that a very
small number of candidates in that year had answered a question from one area of Section
C based on research from a different area. This is an unhelpful practice which was more
widespread this year. Confusion between Q3b and Q3d was most common. Thus, candidates
saw the question on an interesting character in an historical period, preferred it to Q3d
and set about answering it with reference to a fictional character in a book or film. Amélie,
Harpagon, Meursault and Clément Mathieu amongst others were all used in this way. These
were not suitable as 3b essays and were therefore treated as 3d answers. Sometimes it was
possible to infer some relevance to good and bad characteristics in a person and some credit
could be given for Knowledge and Understanding. Once a score had been registered in this
area of assessment, the others could be treated on their merits and usually marks could be
awarded. Candidates are discouraged against falling into the trap of 'mixing and matching'
the questions and the RBE areas of study in this way.
Overall the performance was similar to the previous two years. There was a small amount of
truly excellent work at the top end and some weaker scripts at the other end. The majority
of the work was in the middle category, being satisfactory. Most of the candidates could
argue abstract points in French reasonably well, but some lacked the perception of the
implication of the question.
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Question 1
The transfer of meaning exercise, consisting of a short passage of about 80 words of English
to be translated into French, proved to be of a comparable standard to that of previous
sessions. This year the content was rooted mainly in The World Around Us General Topic
Area. As before, the passage was separated into 30 short boxes, each worth one point if
correct, and the total gained was divided by three to give an eventual mark out of ten. The
whole range of performance was encountered.
In the English passage section some candidates struggled with 'get to work'. The use of
the word 'get' led to many candidates rendering it with obtenir or trouver du travail. Other
words which candidates were unable to translate included 'arrival', 'heat' and,'spring'. To
translate the latter different seasons were commonly used, substitutes such as Pâques were
deployed and several foreign words were quite often seen. 'Country' was given by many as
paysage.
The use of verbs, tenses and moods was very mixed. The perfect subjunctive of a reflexive
verb in box 13 was pleasingly correct on many occasions. The pluperfect passive in box 17
was often accurately formed but on occasion the past participle did not agree. The present
participle in en jouant was generally handled with ease. 'Could' in box 20 was commonly put
into the conditional rather than the imperfect tense. The correct use of the nous form of the
imperative was not widely known, many wrote espérons nous or preferred to use on espère.
Concord of subject and verb was mostly accurate except that 'schools' in the plural was
followed quite commonly by the verb in the singular. Tout le monde more often than not had
a plural verb after it and this in turn was almost universally followed by pour.
Careless spelling caused a few candidates to lose marks, this was often seen with
travail. Candidates who did get the word printemps sometimes added a g between the two
syllables. The middle vowels in neige were commonly transposed and hardly any could give
impatiemment or suffisamment accurately. Campagne sometimes became compagne. Many
of these errors could have been prevented by a critical re-read and check.
In a couple of places candidates needed to be very careful not to commit consequential
errors. For example, if les vieilles personnes or les personnes âgées had been used in box
18, they had to remember to use elles in box 20. Many candidates forgot to do this.
Boxes which were generally well handled included ' Because of the dreadful conditions' (6),
although some did try to use parce que here, 'many people' (7), 'although young people'
(10), although some forgot to use the subjunctive later in (13), 'by playing' (14), 'in the
snow' (15). A number of marks were usually scored for the sentence beginning 'They could
not go out', although 'heat' was often rendered as rechauffer and there were problems
forming the final adverb. Boxes 28 and 29 scored more often than not.
The majority of candidates managed this question satisfactorily; most scores could have
been improved with a little more care.
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Examiner Comments

This is a rather inconsistent translation which is typical of much of the work
seen. The first half gains few marks. At the very beginning there is a problem
with accents and then there are several missed agreements. The influence of
English leads to some very clumsy attempts. Pourvu que is wrongly thought
to mean 'Although' but the translation does improve. The  second half of
the translation is stronger however, there are a few issues with the use of the
past tense. The circumlocution for 'heat' does not work and, a common error
is seen here in being unable to translate 'Let's hope'. Largely as a result of
an improved second half, thirteen ticks were recorded, leading to a slightly
below average score of 4 out of the possible 10.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very competent translation. Twenty one boxes are correctly
rendered, giving a total of 7 out of 10, a very sound above average score.
Nevertheless there are problems at the beginning. Attendre is followed
by pour, as in most translations, arrivée is misspelt and the seasons are
confused. Box 13 is given successfully but unfortunately in the equally
challenging box 17 the wrong tense of the passive is given and there is a
missed agreement. Careless spelling leads to the loss of the 'provisions'
mark. A good final stretch contributes to the pleasing total.
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Examiner Comments

This is an excellent piece of work which gains 9 marks out of the
possible 10. Rather surprisingly, such a competent candidate seems
to believe that 'arrival' is a genuine French word, perhaps a slip of the
pen. Box 17 is in all ways correct, except that unfortunately the perfect
tense has been used instead of the pluperfect, a very common error.
Because personnes has been used, the candidate should have had elles
in box 20. This is of course not penalised for a second time in box 23.
The common use of rechauffer in box 25 is the only other error.
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Question 2 (a)
Of the three creative options the story based on a picture was the most popular but there
were still relatively few candidates who took up this possibility well. The picture is supposed
to be a springboard for an account but its detail should not be ignored. Candidates are
not free to write whatever they like. In this case the centre point of the scene is a car and
water but some stories either did not involve these at all or made only passing reference to
them. Fortunately there were not many accounts which stretched the bounds of credibility.
Some essays in answer to this question were inordinately long and rambling. Some showed
evidence of a rich and varied vocabulary but this was sometimes used in descriptions which
had little to do with the central situation.
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Examiner Comments

This is a typical answer to the picture question. A car and water feature
but only in passing, as a backcloth to a rambling story of personal conflict.
It is difficult to follow the course of events with many questions remaining
unanswered, the thread of the story is unclear and there is no plausible
outcome. The language is quite poor. It is phonetic if read aloud. Some
familiar forms of the language are correct but spelling is poor and there
is a restricted range of accurate vocabulary. Some use of structure is
attempted. This essay was given 7 for Understanding and Response, 6 for
Organisation and Development, 4 for Range and Application of Language
and 2 for Accuracy, giving an overall total of 19 out of 45.  
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Question 2 (b)
Since this specification has been running the continuing passage of written French has not
been well answered. In a certain proportion of the small number of essays seen, there
seemed to be some misinterpretation of the stimulus. Although in the passage Mayliss is
said to be arriving for a rendez-vous outside the cinema, in some versions the pair had
already been inside and had watched a film which may or may not have had an effect on
the proceedings. The original extract finishes with emphasis on the distress showed by the
newly arrived Mayliss but in some continuations this was ignored. When attempts were
made to account for the discomfort felt, the explanations had a very wide range. Most
candidates, however, managed to follow the established time frame and many included
some appropriate, natural sounding dialogue in their answers. The secret of success in
this exercise is to try to capture the atmosphere of the prescribed passage and to create a
plausible outcome
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Question 2 (c)
The few candidates who attempted this exercise completed it quite effectively. This year
details which would appear in a genuine journalistic piece on the subject matter were
commonly given. For example, reasons for the escaped prisoners' original incarceration
were provided. Candidates were perhaps sometimes guilty of over-elaboration here for
much space was on occasions devoted to lurid and gruesome accounts of the crimes
which had been committed. The method of escape was described, often with the suspicion
expressed that accomplices had been involved. What was being done to recapture the
fugitives was explained, descriptions of the men were issued and advice to the public from
the police on how to react was offered. A few pieces provided eye-witness accounts and
interviews with those involved. Most essays were able to capture a suitably neutral tone.
Candidates who choose this question must ensure that it is not one taken up on the day of
the examination on a whim, without thorough, prior preparation.
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Examiner Comments

This piece includes much of the essential detail arising from the scenario suggested by
the stimulus. The prisoners are named and some of their background is forthcoming,
which is very relevant to the situation. Perhaps a little too much space is devoted
to the description of the escape but to be given this information in an interview
with the Governor is a nice, natural touch. Possible whereabouts are discussed and
public involvement is sought. Such an account would not be out of place in a real
life newspaper. The article stays relevant and is well focussed, the development is
perfectly logical. There are a few errors in the forms of the language but these are
mostly minor ones. The lexis used is a little mixed, some of it is entirely appropriate
for the subject matter but there is also a little misuse. Structures are for the most
part well used but there is some rather anglicised syntax. This response to Q2c was
awarded 12 for Understanding and Response, 12 for Organisation and Development,
7 for Range and Application of Language and 4 for Accuracy, making a very creditable
total of 35 out of the possible 45.
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Question 2 (d)
The discursive essays in general were very popular. Almost without exception candidates
appreciated the need to deal with both sides of an issue though inevitably some essays
were unbalanced. All-purpose, set phrases were still much in evidence but they seemed to
be a little less widespread this year and, where they were deployed, they were used quite
sensibly.
Reference has already been made to the fact that unfortunately the key phrase espérance
de vie was fairly widely misinterpreted. Those who did understand the full implications of
the question correctly managed to write a genuinely discursive piece. However, candidates
struggled to find many arguments in favour of increased longevity. A few spoke of personal
godsends in the shape of opportunities for travel and other areas of self-fulfilment. The joys
of seeing grandchildren and even great-grandchildren grow and prosper were mentioned.
Most of the benefits, however, were seen as advantages for other people. The elderly could
pass on their wisdom and experience, they might have savings which could help cashstrapped younger members of the family and, above all, they could provide free child
care. On the other hand ever increasing life expectancy was seen in a very negative light.
It would lead to world over-population and would be a major factor in unemployment,
pollution, global warming, famine and all other modern vicissitudes. On an individual level
old age meant an inevitable descent into poverty, failing health, decrepitude and a loss of
faculties and dignity. The elderly were commonly felt likely to be a drain on world resources
and on the assets of the state and family. A dwindling number of taxpayers would find it
difficult to support their elders. All in all it was felt that those living longer should move
aside to give opportunities to younger generations. Euthanasia should be legalised as soon
as possible. When the subject of euthanasia was raised, it was sensibly integrated into
a more generally relevant discussion. Much of the work in this section made for rather
depressing reading however it was a question which aroused some lively, pertinent debate.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very straightforward response to the question which does as required in a simple
way. There is a clear introduction, the last sentence, laying out what is going to happen in the
essay, is perhaps not necessary. A couple of points in favour of increased longevity are put
forward, a little more might have been said. Without painting too black a picture, some good
points are made about the drawbacks of increasing life expectancy. There is a clear conclusion
with a personal viewpoint cogently expressed. The last sentence raises a question which is left
hanging and not pursued. The shape of the essay is very obvious, there is fairly good balance.
Some ideas might have been developed a little more expertly but one always has to bear in
mind the constraints of the word count. There are a few mistakes in the forms of the language
but they are mostly not glaring errors. The language is quite simple and is not particularly
fluent but there is a reasonable range of vocabulary and structures. This essay gained 12 for
Understanding and Response, 13 for some very clear Organisation and Development, 6 for
Range and Application of Language and 4 for Accuracy.
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Question 2 (e)
There were few problems with understanding this question and its implications. Many
candidates began immediately with an opinion as to whether it is better to conform or to
be individual, which might have been better left to a conclusion. Some of the essays were
on fashion and copying the 'celebs'. The dangers of anorexia were aired in a pertinent
way. Some candidates discussed racism and immigration. There were a few quite profound
essays on group dynamics, the need to belong and the fear of being picked on if one doesn't
conform. The general consensus was that it was better to be one's self if at all possible.
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Examiner Comments

This essay answers the question and is a satisfactory example. There is a rather simplistic introduction
which gives a general view of the situation. In the body of the essay the treatment is genuinely
discursive in the sense that two sides of the issue are dealt with. However, the discussion never goes
much beyond fashion and tends to be a superficial and somewhat factual description of the way people
commonly behave with little attempt to express which approach is preferable. The ideas are a bit
repetitive. The conclusion gives mainly a personal choice. There is some discernible order and shape
to the essay but the ideas are not developed to any great extent. In the French there are several
quite serious mistakes but the forms of the language overall are reasonably accurate, the errors do
not really impede communication. The range of vocabulary used is adequate to convey the desired
message. There is little complexity in the manipulation of the language; the candidate is content for
the most part to use a series of short, basic sentences. This piece of work gained 8 for Understanding
and Response, 8 for Organisation and Development, 5 for Range and Application of Language and 3 for
Accuracy. The total was thus 24, an average score.
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Question 2 (f)
Question 2f was the most popular of the discursive titles and, therefore, the most
subscribed in Section B, but it was not necessarily the most competently handled.
Many candidates could not see their way through the implications and demands of the
question. All sorts of issues were raised which could have been made relevant perhaps by
being integrated into a coherent whole answer to the question but this was rarely done
convincingly. Such items included the distribution of wealth in society, inherited wealth,
public and private education, the merits of Communism, single-parent families and their
difficulties, particularly in the field of employment, unemployment and other benefits, equal
pay for women and so on. A large number compared the salaries of footballers with the
ones of doctors and teachers.  The first of these groups mostly received a very bad press.
This viewpoint was shared by almost all who wrote on this subject, although there were a
couple of well-argued, spirited defences of professional sportsmen. The other two were still
given a lot more support. Unexpectedly bankers were hardly ever given a mention.  Some
essays digressed into vague discussions on happiness and money. There was relatively little
coordinated development to make a coherent response to the original specific question.
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Examiner Comments

This essay was rather inconsistent but a perfectly satisfactory reaction to the question.
The overall tone is certainly of a suitably discursive nature. At times the question seems to
be turned into a debate on the merits of the public and private sectors. The introduction
is somewhat abrupt. Those amongst the ranks of the self-employed who work hard and
who are a success are certainly seen to be deserving of high reward - a very tenable
argument. Footballers, however, certainly do not deserve the same, the amount they are
paid is considered to be entirely disproportionate to the amount they work. There is then
a paragraph in favour of public sector workers. The conclusion is not particularly clear. The
organisation is, therefore, somewhat piecemeal. There is enough relevant discussion of
the central issue for it to be considered a good reaction. The language is comprehensible
but not fluent or consistently accurate. This essay was given 11 for Understanding and
Response, 9 for Organisation and Development, 6 for Range and Application of Language
and 3 for Accuracy. The total of 29 is an above average score.
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Question 2 (g)
Many candidates failed to see the full implications of this question. They saw what the
general subject matter was and launched straight in to a response to an imaginary question
such as 'Is it a good idea to lead a healthy lifestyle?' The 'kill-joy' factor, which was the
essential element in this question, was not addressed. The end result was often more like a
GCSE level response about healthy living. There was a widespread tendency to ignore the
need to discuss ' those who recommend ...', often no mention was made at all of specialists,
experts or the 'nanny state' depriving us of pleasure, as had been intended. A few more
perceptive candidates spoke of the rationale behind government measures, the smoking
ban and efforts to curb the consumption of alcohol. This was balanced by discussion of free
will and the role of individual responsibility and choice. This was the best example on the
paper to illustrate a piece of guidance which we issue every year: candidates should read
the questions very carefully and ensure that they are aware of all the ramifications of them
before they embark on providing an answer. Underlining or highlighting key words might
help in this respect.
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Examiner Comments

This is an inconsistent response to the question. There are just a couple of allusions to
those who recommend certain ways of living but these are not pursued. The bulk of the
essay is a somewhat shallow consideration of lifestyle issues and is very typical of much
of the work seen. There is quite a lot of personal anecdote which is not very helpful and
does not enhance the discussion. The essay is relevant to the general subject matter and
is satisfactory but, because it does not address the key point, it cannot be considered
any better than this. In its own terms there is some order and a thread of argument
runs through it but the ideas are not developed at all expertly. The French is also
strangely mixed. If looked at in isolation, the forms are extremely accurate. However, the
vocabulary is very standard and there is some misuse. There is little complexity in the way
in which the language is put together. This essay was awarded 7 for Understanding and
Response, 8 for Organisation and Development, 5 for Range and Application of Language
but a maximum 5 for Accuracy. This gave a total of 25, the result of not addressing the
heart of the question.
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Question 3 (a)
There were relatively few candidates who had studied a geographical area and the essays
they produced were in general not particularly impressive. The most commonly studied
areas were La Bretagne, La Normandie and La Provence but a range of other locations was
met. Some candidates choose a city, which is perfectly legitimate, but often there is not
enough material to sustain a full treatment. The Geographical Area option for the RBE is the
one in which candidates show a tendency to try to include all their research, irrespective of
the question set and this year was no exception. There is also a common habit of starting
off with a fairly lengthy opening paragraph which gives very general information about the
chosen region. Candidates would be better advised to get straight to the specific question.
In answer to this question there was a broad interpretation of 'traditions'. Some chose
traditional industries, such as fishing or agriculture, and proceeded to talk of nothing
else, thus perhaps answering a question they would like to have been set. Better essays
mentioned festivals, regional languages, some art and literature, religious events and
ceremonies and the associated costumes. Gastronomic traditions received a lot of attention
but often in a superficial way. Some candidates did not attempt to analyse 'importance' at
all. The majority made a link between maintaining traditions and economic benefit, usually
in the form of a boost for tourism, but could not go much further. A small number made
some perceptive points about passing on the culture to younger generations, giving them an
idea of their background and heritage. Some intimated, rather pessimistically, that traditions
were unlikely to survive much longer.
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Examiner Comments

This is a sound attempt to address the task. The first paragraph, in which the
region is identified and the question is reworked, is largely a waste of precious
space within the word count. After that, however, the essay improves. A couple of
traditions are identified and described with some detail. The candidate deals with
the importance of the traditions and manages to say a little more than just that
they benefit from tourism. There is a suitable summarising conclusion. This is not
a particularly striking essay but it is workmanlike and answers the question in a
straightforward way. It was awarded 19 for Reading, Research and Understanding,
7 for Organisation and Development and 4 for Quality of Language.
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Question 3 (b)
Historical study for the RBE attracted some interest and there was a variety of choice of
historical characters, the most popular being Pétain, de Gaulle and Jean Moulin, reflecting
the enduring selection of the Occupation as a period to consider. It has already been pointed
out that nominating a fictional character was not a legitimate procedure. There were some
good biographies with lots of sound detail. The analytical part of the question proved quite
difficult but the best candidates spoke of the way in which a personality was interesting
both on a personal and a historical level. Much of the attempted evaluation, however,
was rather unconvincing. Candidates were often content to leave the fact that the person
was interesting or not implicitly within the detail of what had been done or achieved. The
analysis sought in many cases, sometimes quite openly, to establish whether the chosen
character was important rather than interesting, an echo of a previous question perhaps.
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Examiner Comments

Charles de Gaulle was the favourite subject matter in response to this question.
This is an average answer. A few biographical features are given but not with any
telling detail. Unfortunately the candidate does not give the key dates of the period
correctly. De Gaulle's activities during the war are given some treatment but it is very
generalised and shallow. Implicitly within this there is a little material which could be
said to treat the idea of 'interesting' and there is a paragraph wholly dedicated to this
but overall the analysis is thin and unconvincing. In-depth research does not appear
to have taken place. There is some order and shape to the essay but the ideas are
not developed in any profound way. The language is mostly comprehensible, although
there are sections in which inaccuracy and misused vocabulary make it less so. This
essay was felt to be in the middle of the adequate range and received 16 for Reading,
Research and Understanding, 6 for Organisation and Development and 3 for Quality of
Language, giving a total of 25.
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Question 3 (c)
'Aspects of Contemporary Society' was the area of study for the RBE which produced the
smallest number of essays. Common subject matter included immigration, the controversy
over the wearing of the burqa and laws which had been introduced to deal with it, riots in
the suburbs and measures to safeguard public health. Recent elections and the euro crisis
were also given some airing but not always with much convincing success. Candidates who
offered these subjects were perhaps relying on general awareness of current affairs, rather
than genuine research. Essays which tried, contrary to the question, to deal with several
aspects of modern society, such as immigration, laïcité and the economy together, were also
less successful. Most candidates could describe the chosen social or political development
well but some struggled to evaluate various reactions to it. All too often the reader was left
to infer some analytical treatment from what was said in the description.
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Examiner Comments

This is quite a good response and typical in the way in which immigration is described
fairly well but there is little explicit treatment of various reactions to it. There is a clear
and straightforward introduction. The factual side of immigration is handled reasonably
well, statistics are given and repercussions are reviewed. One can infer from the latter
certain degrees of approval and disapproval but the source of such reactions is not
given. The evaluation is tenuous at best. The essay reads well and there is some clear
order and shape. The ideas are developed with some logic. The language too is clear, it
is accurate for the most part with only occasional blemishes, there could perhaps be a
greater degree of complexity and sophistication. Marks were awarded as follows: 20 for
Reading, Research and Understanding, 6 for Organisation and Development and 4 for
Quality of Language, making a total of 30.
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Question 3 (d)
The 'Literature and the arts' section of the RBE gave rise to far and away the majority of
the essays seen. Films and texts had about equal popularity. There was a whole variety of
works studied but old favourites such as Amélie, la Haine, Un sac de billes and L'Etranger
were much in evidence. Inevitably some lent themselves slightly better to the question but
all works involved characters and thus none should have left candidates with little or nothing
to say. A few candidates had studied En attendant Godot and these students struggled
to say a great deal. Questions can be asked  in four areas: setting, themes, style and
characters. One should remember when deciding which work to adopt that it should lend
itself to study in all four areas.
The question seemed very straightforward and almost planned itself with the emphasis on
good or bad characteristics. Some candidates got too involved in trying to assess whether
a character was a hero or not. Others wrote general character sketches and left the reader
to pick out traits relevant to the question. A certain number of essays seemed mostly intent
on trying to show what the author's or director's intentions were in depicting a character.
Another set of scripts concentrated on describing one character's relationship with another
in the same work which was again not the precise question set. This is further evidence to
suggest that the best piece of advice one can offer those preparing for the RBE is to answer
the question as laid out and not a different one, however congenial it might seem.
On the other hand the precise terms of this question and the reference to good and bad
sides to a personality became in some cases a mantra that the candidate felt the need to
hold on to and this sometimes led to a distorted attempt to find more balance in the chosen
character than was actually justified. Of course it was perfectly legitimate to argue that a
character was wholly good or bad. Indeed it was a pleasure to read pieces from candidates
who had the confidence to reject the thesis of the question and assert that their chosen
person did not have two distinct sides to their character. In this regard some good essays
were seen on Pere Jean, Clement Mathieu, Amelie, Harpagon and other Moliere figures.
With very complex characters, such as Emma Bovary, some candidates struggled to cover
the question properly within the word limit. As usual, the best essays illustrated their points
with precise references to the text or film. La Haine is by far the most popular choice but
often, when dealing with this film, candidates gave little direct reference to specific scenes
by way of example. Fortunately only a few candidates shoe-horned quotations (sometimes
somewhat flawed) into their answer at any cost. It is worthwhile advising candidates,
once more, to back up assertions with references to events in the text or film in order to
demonstrate evidence of reading and understanding. We advise centres again that in this
section we consider the film or the text itself to be wholly the research material.
However, there were some quite outstanding essays in terms of precise use of memorised
quotations and references. Weaker candidates had often learnt a number of important
general points about a character but did not manage to produce enough examples and
references to support these observations and lift the essay higher than a merely adequate
level. Bearing in mind the word limit it was a pity to see candidates spending too many
words on their introductory paragraph, giving background information about the author or
director, giving his dates and other little details that were not really necessary in order to
answer the set question.
It was felt that this particular question encouraged good essay-writing technique, requiring
a basic plan of introduction, good qualities, bad qualities, conclusion, with a series of points
to be supported with evidence/detail/quotation from the work.
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Examiner Comments

This is a below average piece of work. It does not quite reach the maximum allowable word count;
a little more space could have been used. The opening paragraph consists of rambling generalities
which have nothing to do with the specific question. In the middle section a few things are said
about the central character's personality but there is no attempt to make this relevant to the
precise question. The conclusion reverts to generalities about Jeunet's intentions and again this
seems to have little relevance to the precise question. There is some idea of shape within the essay
but otherwise it is rambling and repetitive with no clear and effective development of ideas. The
language is also unimpressive. Inaccuracy of forms and misuse of terms combine to add to the
confusion of ideas. Not everything is readily comprehensible. Examiners were only able to give this
piece of work 7 for Reading, Research and Understanding, 4 for Organisation and Development and
2 for Quality of Language, making an unsatisfactory score of 13.
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Examiner Comments

This is an excellent reaction to the task. The candidate uses the space available
to great effect. The introduction is to the point and effective. The candidate
obviously knows the text extremely well and uses this to good effect. Quotations
and references are not used gratuitously; they are skilfully integrated into the
whole to illustrate the points being made. Negative and positive traits of character
are put forward. The candidate, unlike many others, does not allow us to lose
sight of the fact that Meursault has committed a very serious crime. There is a
short, useful conclusion. The essay is well organised and developed with a logical
thread of argument running through it. The language is clear and accurate, entirely
suitable to convey the desired message. No doubt one could find a lot more to say
about such a complex character as the 'hero' of this novel but, bearing in mind the
constraints of the upper word limit, examiners felt that one could not expect a great
deal more in answer to this question and awarded 27 for Reading, Research and
Understanding, 9 for Organisation and Development and 6 for Quality of Language,
giving an excellent overall score of 42 out of 45.
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Paper Summary
The standard of achievement in this unit was very comparable to previous sessions and
advice for future improvement remains similar to that issued before:

38

•

Candidates should check all their work very carefully. In the translation in particular this
should lead to an improved score.

•

In essay writing sections candidates must take a little more time to read and think
clearly about the questions before rushing into an answer. Examiners realise that time
is short in this unit but a few moments spent in this way would surely help candidates
appreciate the full implications of a question and in turn should ensure that they satisfy
the demands of the task more relevantly.

•

Where there are two sides or parts to a question, candidates should make sure that both
facets are addressed with as much balance as possible. They must continue to respect
word limits and manage their time effectively to give the amount of coverage necessary
in three demanding tasks. It is pleasing to note that by and large candidates do these
last two things well and this is to be applauded.

•

Time spent practising planning in French would surely pay off in this unit.

•

It is a good practice for candidates to plan essays carefully and have written of the belief
that this is best done in French. There were many more plans and preliminary notes
that were written in English than usual. This is seen to be counter-productive and could
contribute to some of the linguistic shortcomings and transmission of ideas which were
found in many of the essays.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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